The McAllister House,
A Treasure Hunt for the
Eyes

Third Grade
Teacher's Guide & Key
Addresses the Colorado State Standards
For Third Grade Social Studies

Colorado Standards: History GLE 1 & 2
The pre and post activities and tour of the McAllister House give students a sense

of time, place, and a better understanding of how one family lived at the turn of
the 20th century, their responsibilities and contributions to each other and to their
community. Using the McAllister history as the foundation, Addendum 2 gives
suggestions on how to expand the curriculum, establish connections, create
challenges for students, and satisfy additional Standards.
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BEFORE YOU COME TO THE MCALLISTER HOUSE & AFTER YOUR VISIT

1. Discussions: Think over and discuss the following ideas with your students.
• What makes a place to live a home? Is it the space—walls, floor, a roof,
windows and doors? Is it the objects inside? Is it the people who live
there and their pets? What do you think? Bring your ideas to the tour.
• The McAllister's and their three children lived for many years in this house
on Cascade Avenue. The family and their beautiful home is part of
Colorado Springs' history. Do you have a family history? Explain. Are
you a part of Colorado Springs' history right now? In what way(s)?
2. Hands-on activities. (Student worksheets are found in the Student Packet)
-Before the tour: When you come to the McAllister House, you will visit
six rooms and look into an attic. Each room will contain many objects, so
think about the "mystery" items and decide what they might be. Work in
pairs or small groups to match the item with its picture. (Worksheets in
the Student Packet.)
•Before the tour: Look up the word "architecture" and discuss its meaning.
Major McAllister built the McAllister House in the late 1800s. This sturdy
house has many beautiful design features, some made out of wood.
(Teach the concepts in the "Architecture Quiz" to continue. You may
make overheads to use. Let the curator know ahead of time if you want
this to be one segment of the tour.)
• During your visit to the McAllister House, as you go through each room
on your treasure hunt, you will try and spot as many items as you can
and put a check mark next to the description of each object you see.
• After the tour:
Discussion

1. As you took the tour, what did you see that was on your list (student
packet) and how do you think each was used?
2. Which items are still used today?
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Written
On a separate piece of paper, write answers to each of the following
questions.

1. What do you think was the most interesting and/or useful item you saw
and why?
2. If you had lived in the 1800s, how would life have been different for you?
The same?
3. If you could visit with the McAllister family today, what would you like to
ask them or what would you like to do on your visit?
4. What of importance did you learn on your visit to the McAllister House?

3. Student "Treasure Hunts" for duplication and use before and on the tour are
found in the student packet.
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Before the trip to the McAllister House:

Students work in pairs or small groups to match each below with a picture.
(Student Packet)

WHEN YOU GO, BE ON THE LOOKOUT!!!!
THE ROOMS
PARLOR
There is a box that entertains, but does not talk. (Music box).
This pillow is not for sleeping. (Bobbin lace pillow)

It looks like a keyboard but does not sound like a piano. (Melodeon)
LIBRARY
This blows on a fire to make it burn more brightly. (Fireplace bellows)

--

These have horsehair stuffing. (Two library chairs)

These will make your words & pictures bigger. (Magnifying eyeglasses)
DINING ROOM
This little animal is very friendly, but it does not move. (Toothpick holder)
This is a door that doesn't look like a door. (Pocket window)
These hold an item to clean your face and hands and keep your lap clean. (Napkins
and napkin ring.)
KITCHEN
This takes out pits, but you don't dig a hole. (Cherry pitter)
This box has warm air, but does not bake. (Carriage foot wanner)
This keeps flies and children's fingers away from Mother's cookies. (Tin box on shelf)

CHILDREN'S BEDROOM
We are very small and kept our little owner company for many years. (Hettie and

Lettie)
It took the place of a bathroom on cold winter nights. (Chamber pot)
It was read but never published. (Harry's newspaper)
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Before the Trip
THE ROOMS
EAST BEDROOM
I am woven from something human. (Hair ornament)
What makes you think of Rock-a-by-baby? (Cradle)
If a lady sticks her foot in, I'll pull off an article of clothing. (Ladies boot pull)
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FURTHER DISCUSSION AFTER YOUR VISIT:
WHAT MAKES A HOUSE A HOME?
PARLOR
Why was this room once so special to families?
What items helped the family entertain, create, or learn?

(melodeon - bobbin lace pillow - family Bible)
LIBRARY
What items showed evidence that a family liked to learn? (books)
What items showed evidence that there was once no electricity or furnace in the
house? (yellow oil-burning lamp and coal- burning fireplace.)

CHILDREN'S BEDROOM
What items showed evidence of recycling? (quilts and hooked rugs)
What items showed there was no bathroom? (chamber pot and bowl and pitcher)

ATTIC
How might the McAllister children have used the attic? (played dress up and stage

plays, read, write stories)
EAST BEDROOM
What one piece of furniture showed people were small in the 1880s? (bed and

rocking chair)
What items showed evidence of clothing being repaired instead of

being thrown away?

(mending basket)
DINING ROOM
What three items showed manners were taught while eating? (highchair and napkins
and napkin rings)
KITCHEN
Name one item that is evidence of learning? (child's stove that really works.)
What items show children might have had responsibility? (cherry pitter, coal shuttle
and rolling pin and other kitchen tools.)

The family had a garden and a well. What chores would the children be expected to
do? (water, weed, make a scarecrow, harvest, other?)
OTHER POSSIBLE QUESTIONS:
What do you think was the most interesting and/or useful item you saw and why?

If you had lived in the 1800s, how would life have been different for you? The same?
If you could visit with the McAllister family today, what would you like to ask them or
what would you like to do on your visit?
What of importance did you learn on your visit to the McAllister House?
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Conceptual Ygmbiltlaa: chronology, timeline, citizen community continents, culture,
tradition, geography, immigrants, emigrants, migration, interdependence, laws, public
meetings, pioneers, primary/secondary sources, resources, responsibilities, adaptation,
influential, urban, rural, create, creative, purchase (trade), trade, significant, citizen

Activities: Spelling, thesaurus work, visual representations, discussions, word of the
day, word games.
Standards:
Applicable Standards for third grade history, geography, economics and civics are
further addressed on pages 7 through 10 of this guide and connected with specific
activities connected to the McAllister House tour and local history.
Essential questions:
•How did Major McAllister influence the development of Colorado Springs and the
interaction of its citizens? What role in this did General Palmer play and how did
General Palmer and Major McAllister work together?
•How were Major McAllister and his family influenced by their new environment?
•How can the concepts of regions be developed through an understanding of
similarities and differences in places?
•What life zones do you find in the Pikes Peak Region, the plants and
animals?

•Who came to Colorado Springs and why did they stay? Others traveled
through. Where were they headed and why? In what ways did they travel?
•Of those who stayed in Colorado Springs, what kinds of work did they do and how
did this help the community prosper?
•How did the natural environment and climate in Colorado Springs differ
from the natural environment and climate in Pennsylvania, where the
McAllisters originally lived?

•In what ways did the McAllisters adapt to their new home at the foot of the
Rockies?
•Who were some of the people, both influential and ordinary, who were in

Colorado Springs when Major McAllister first arrived? What effect did they
have on his life and the life of his family? What effects of their work do we see

Y todayr

•How did the McAllisters and others who settled in the Pikes Peak region interact
with each other, the pioneers passing through, and with the Native Americans they
encountered in the area?
•What were/do you think were the rights and responsibilities of each member of
the McAllister family? Why?

•What were some of the major events in the life of the McAllisters?
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Evidence Outcomes
History

Use a variety of sources to distinguish historical fact from fiction.
Evidence Outcomes: Students can...
"Use a variety of historical sources, including artifacts, pictures and documents to
GLE 1.

help define factual historical evidence.
•Compare information from multiple sources recounting the same event:
'Examples to research and compare using articles: high winds in Colorado
that blew a narrow gauge train off the track; drought and grasshoppers.
Information is given during the McAllister house tour.
'McAllister House tour & artifact collection, Pioneers Museum;
Colorado College Library-Special Collections; PPLD: Children's
Library; Carnegie Library at Penrose, Special Collections: online

photos and other resources; Colorado College Century Chest-online

GLE 2. People in the past influenced the development and interaction of different
communities or regions.
Evidence Outcomes: Students can...
•Compare past and present situations and events.
•Give examples of people, events, and developments that brought important
changes to a community or region.
'Describe the history, interaction, and contribution of the various peoples and

cultures that have migrated to our community.
•In his business dealings, in what changes in the community did Major
McAllister become involved?
•As a family, how did they interact with others and become involved
in community changes?
•Wagon trains passed along what's now Cascade Ave. but was once a

wagon road used by wagon trains heading west into the mountains.
Where might these pioneers have once lived? Were they headed west
for the same reasons as the McAllisters? For other reasons? Explain. Do
you think wagon trains camped across from the McAllister house and the
adults and children came to visit, play, or trade for supplies they needed?
Discuss.
•Put the major events in the life of Major McAllister in chronological order.
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Geography
GLE 1. Use various types of geographic tools to develop spatial thinking
Evidence Outcome: Students can...
•Find the community on a map and describe its natural and human features.
•Students research and share information about the life zones in the Pikes
Peak Region, its plants and animals and create a life zone wall chart.
•Study an early Colorado Springs' map. Find the key and locate important
physical and manmade features. Discuss what you see.
•Locate the approximate location of the McAllister house on this map. What
natural and human features near their home made this an ideal location to
ive?
•Compare and contrast this environment with the area of Pennsylvania where
Major and Mrs. McAllister were born and lived for many years.
•Who migrated and settled in Colorado Springs and why? Why did the
McAllisters come?
GLE 2. The concept of regions is developed through an understanding of
similarities and differences in places.

Evidence Outcome: Students can...
•Characterize regions using different types of features such as physical, political,
cultural, urban and rural.
•After looking at an early Colorado Springs' map, do you think the
McAllisters' home was in an urban setting, a rural setting, or both? Give
reasons.

Economics
GLE 1. Describe producers and consumers and how goods and services are
exchanged.
Evidence Outcome: Students can...

•Give examples of how trade benefits individuals and communities and increases
interdependence.
•Look at early Colorado Springs City Directories and make a list of the most
important businesses where the McAllisters could buy what they needed.
(trade).
•What types of businesses existed then that we no longer have? List a few
types of businesses we have now that did not exist then. What does this
tell you about how our culture has changed?
•In what ways might the McAllisters have had to make do? If an item
couldn't be purchased in Colorado Springs, what could they do? Could

they share? Order? From whom and where? Trade? With whom?
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•Compare how the McAllister children played and how you and your friends
play today. How was it the same? How do you think it was different?
•If children don't have a lot of toys, how can they still have fun playing?
Brainstorm ideas.
•Go home and choose several natural and/or manmade objects from your
house and yard and create a toy. Next, create a game or way to play using
this toy. This must be a game that you play with one or more than one other
person.

GLE 2.Describe how to meet short-term financial goals.
Evidence Outcomes: Students can...
•Identify jobs children can do to earn money for personal, philanthropic, or
entrepreneurial goals
•After your tour of the McAllister house, think about whether the McAllisters
and their children had the same need for money that we have today? What
might the differences be?
•How might the McAllister children earn/acquire money? Think of "cows,"
"drought," "garden," "significant people." Other?
•The McAllister children were expected to do chores. They contributed
to the economy of the family by providing a service that was

important. They contributed to the wellbeing and the good of the
whole family. What was their reward? Money? Survival? Other?
•Compare this with your life, your chores, and how much money you
need to buy what you use for recreation. What might some of the
differences, then and now, be?
Civics

GLE 1. Respecting the view and rights of others is a key component of a democratic

society.
Evidence Outcomes: Students can...
•Give examples of the difference between rights and responsibilities and how they
are related?
•Students should first think about rights and responsibilities in their own
lives.

•Then describe what rights and responsibilities each member of the
McAllister family might possibly have had. Does this differ from you and
your family? If so, how? If it does not differ, why not?
•The five McAllisters lived in a small house. What rules might they have had
to follow? Give the "whys" of as many of those rules as you can. (It helps
to think about what was outside their house, what was in each room of
the house, and what the family did at or in each of these places.)
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GLE 2. The origins, structure, and functions of local government
Evidence Outcomes: Students can...
'Identify and explain a variety of roles leaders, citizens, and others play in local
government.
'McAllister-entrepreneur, businessman
"Palmer-visionary developer, raiTroadman, and entrepreneur
'Stratton-miner, carpenter, philanthropist
'Group research projects: Research the lives of each of these men after they
came to Colorado and report the contributions of each to their community
and to each other?
Other Sn2gested Resources and Activities
Activities
'Retrieval chart to plot research and pictures
'Life zone wall chart—The Colorado Story by Hafen and Hafen
"Time lines
'Simulations
'Dramatizations
'Role play as the character Tell the story of the life of a McAllister family
member or that of a family friend/possible family friend. Use props.
•Tell the story of an event in the life of the McAllisters or an event that
might have happened in their lives. Tell the story as a storyteller.
'Write the story of a day in the life of the McAllisters in the form of letter to the
grandparents in Pennsylvania.
'Write a set of rules the McAllister children might have had to live by and give a
"why" for each. (The class could be divided in half. The other half of the class
could write a set of today's rules children live by. Then the groups could compare

and contrast the differences and why they exist. (Discussion format.)
"Invite an architect to visit the class and discuss the architectural elements of older
of 190 and early 20th century homes.
"Use the Architectural Quiz during the class visit to McAllister House.
'Take a tour of the Old North End Neighborhood. Sketch
examples of the houses in the neighborhood. Use the Old North End
Neighborhood's new guidebook, Exploring the Old North End
Neighborhood of Colorado Springs-A Guide to Its History and Architecture,
as a reference.
'Independent or group class projects: Can be presented in a variety of ways,
depending upon student learning styles and group choice(s).
•Independent projects for G/T students; research and develop presentations.
"Field trips: McAllister House, Glen Eryie, Pioneers Museum, Fine Arts Center
Trolley Barn, Rock Ledge Ranch
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Additional Resources
May be purchased at the McAllister House Museum
1. Henry McAllister: Colorado Pioneer by Polly King Ruhtenberg & Dorothy E. Smith

2. Colorado Springs History A Z by Patricia Farris Skolout
-

3. McAllister House Museum Built 1873: Treasured Memories of 50 Years as a
Museum The National Society of the Colonial Dames in the State of Colorado;
McAllister House Museum Committee
4. The Essential Handbook of Victorian Etiquette by Professor Thomas E. Hill

5. The Essential Handbook of Victorian Entertaining adapted by Autumn Stephens
May be purchased by calling Pat Doyle at 473-8108
6. Exploring the Old North End Neighborhood of Colorado Springs-A Guide to Its
History and Architecture by Jennifer Wendler Lovell and Robert D. Loevy

Pikes Peak Library District
7. The Colorado Story: A History of Your State and Mine by LeRoy Hafen & Ann
Hafen (for Colorado Life Zones and Colorado History)
8. Legends, Labors & Loves of William Jackson Palmer 1836-1909 edited by Tim
Blevins...Scott Sturdevant Chapter 15 "An Abiding Bond: The Friendship Between

Major Henry McAllister & General William Jackson Palmer" by Barbara Gately

